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About the research

Supporting tertiary students with disabilities: individualised and institution-level approaches in practice

Professor Ellie Fossey, Dr Lisa Chaffey, Dr Annie Venville, Ms Priscilla Ennals, Professor Jacinta Douglas and Professor Christine Bigby, La Trobe University

This research explores the complex factors affecting the implementation of learning supports for students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions. It focuses on two types of learning support: individualised reasonable adjustments; and institution-level learning supports, the latter being available to all students.

These supports can play an important role in improving outcomes for students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions in terms of their engagement with, and completion of, tertiary education.

Key messages

- A range of reasonable adjustments were identified in the research, including changing assessment formats to suit the student’s needs, for example, oral instead of written presentation; the availability of note takers in class; and extended time for students to complete exams. This reflects the diversity of the student population, as well as the various learning environments for which the adjustments are intended. Students also identified a number of reasonable adjustments (for example, extended time to complete assignments) that are typically available as institution-level supports for all students.

- A student’s access to reasonable adjustment supports often depends on them disclosing their illness or disability. This is problematic, as many students are concerned about the risks to their reputation which may accompany disclosure. As a consequence, this research highlights the benefits of improving institution-level supports to produce inclusive learning environments, since these do not necessitate disclosure.

- Students and disability services staff judge the effectiveness of learning supports differently. Students focus on the impact that supports have on their ability to cope; their motivation to succeed; and their enjoyment of studying. On the other hand, disability services staff emphasised students completing courses or postponing study until better prepared.

- Best practice for the provision of learning supports involves: strengthening teacher knowledge about the ways by which to adapt tasks and spaces to support individual students; recognising and respecting differences in student needs; and establishing inclusive curriculum design and practice across the educational institution.

Craig Fowler
Managing Director, NCVER
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Executive summary

Experiencing disability or ongoing ill health can significantly disrupt the educational attainment and employment prospects of young people completing school or beginning careers, potentially creating lifelong social and economic disadvantage (Catroppa et al. 2008; Mealings, Douglas & Olver 2012; Polidano & Mavromaras 2010; Waghorn et al. 2011). While international and Australian evidence suggests that the number of students in post-secondary education with disabilities is growing (Barlow et al. 2007; Brett, Norton & James 2012; Griffin & Beddie 2011), their course-completion rates tend to be poorer than for other students (Cavallaro et al. 2005; Karmel & Nguyen 2008). Students with disabilities may need additional support to ensure their access and participation on the same basis as other students.

‘Reasonable adjustments’ are a form of individualised support provided by educational institutions for students with disabilities to enable their participation in education on an equal footing with other students, in accordance with the Disability Discrimination Act and the Australian Disability Standards for Education (Commonwealth of Australia 2005). Although guides to making reasonable adjustments in the teaching and assessment of students with disabilities have been developed (for example, Western Australian Department of Training and Workforce Development 2013; Queensland VET Development Centre 2010), less is known about the range of reasonable adjustments being offered to tertiary students with disabilities, how they are implemented in practice, or their impacts on students’ experiences, retention and success in tertiary courses (Griffin & Nechvoglod 2008; Simpson & Ferguson 2014; White 2011).

This report investigates the provision of supports for students with disabilities in tertiary education from the viewpoints of three key stakeholder groups: tertiary students with disabilities or ongoing ill health; specialist disability services staff; and teaching staff with course or curriculum leadership roles. Qualitative interviews were conducted with 25 current students with disabilities, seven specialist disability services staff and three course leaders in two tertiary education institutions: one vocational education and training (VET) institute and one university. The interviews explored the following topics: the kinds of individualised reasonable adjustments offered to these students and the factors influencing their implementation and perceived usefulness; and the institution-level learning supports considered useful in supporting these students.

This research found that:

- Supporting students with disabilities to participate in tertiary education is complex in practice. The processes involved in supporting these students include identifying, negotiating and implementing learning supports, processes in which multiple people need to be engaged.
- The methods for supporting students with disabilities to participate in tertiary education in practice had more similarities than differences across the two institutions involved in this study.
- Many types of individualised reasonable adjustments were identified, reflecting diversity in the students, as well as in the learning tasks, assessments and learning environments for which the adjustments are intended.
At least some adjustments described as useful for students in this study (for example, extended time to complete assignments) are also institution-level learning supports available to all students. Some others (for example, tutorial support, study skills development) are provided specifically by disability services and general learning support services staff.

Some institution-level learning supports, particularly those involving technologies (for example, smart phones, online tools) and inclusive classroom supports, were identified as useful to students with disabilities. Institution-level learning supports refer to the structures and practices that enable the participation of most students most of the time. These were largely invisible to students with disabilities, disability services staff and course leaders until the supports became inaccessible (for example, online course materials not being consistently available).

Students and disability services staff define the effectiveness of learning supports in different ways. For students, a better understanding of their own needs, the increased ability to cope, more enjoyment and doing their best in studying were markers of effective learning support. On the other hand, disability services staff emphasised students completing courses or postponing study until better prepared as indicating effective learning support.

Overall, students reported valuing the support received from disability services, as well as the willingness and responsiveness of teaching staff in addressing their learning support needs. Students with less visible disabilities reported that their difficulties and need for reasonable adjustments seemed less well understood. Nevertheless, from the perspectives of students, disability services staff and course leaders, the processes that underpin the use of disability supports are complex to navigate. Several factors contribute to this complexity.

First, student access to disability services is influenced by variability in student awareness of the available learning supports, choice about whether and when to register for disability support, and uncertainty about the registration procedures. This indicates that clear information — and in multiple formats — detailing the available learning supports is crucial to guide students to relevant services, disability disclosure and disability services. Staff awareness of the available supports is also critical.

Second, students, disability services staff and teaching staff all have involvement in the processes of identifying learning support needs, developing learning support plans, and negotiating how reasonable adjustments are implemented. Yet, with multiple people involved, the extent of collaboration in these processes was seen as variable and not consistently or easily negotiated:

- **Students** would prefer to determine the extent of their own involvement in the processes of identifying, negotiating and implementing learning supports, instead of routinely being expected to negotiate learning support plans and adjustments with disability services, course leaders and teaching staff. Students reported that without this involvement the identified learning supports were not always relevant or useful.

- **Disability services staff** described supporting students both directly and indirectly and using varied approaches that emphasised monitoring, encouraging, empowering, requiring students’ self-management, or complying with institutional requirements. Disability services staff indicated that they often relied on each other for informal skills
development, given the diverse range of student needs requiring support. While disability services staff described expending considerable time on providing information for teaching staff, they did so with a sense of limited power in negotiating how learning supports are actually implemented in practice.

- Course leaders clearly articulated valuing inclusive educational practices; they also indicated that the identification and implementation of support for students with disabilities was compromised by the high workload of teaching staff and their administrative responsibilities. From their perspective, these factors potentially undermined the effective communication and relationships with individual students and disability services that were necessary to implement appropriate support.

The viewpoints of students, disability support staff and teaching staff highlight the need for a greater emphasis on collaboration among the parties involved — with the student at the centre — in order to provide relevant and effective learning supports for individual students. Greater collaboration could also serve to identify where institution-level learning supports are most useful to students with disabilities, as well as the ways by which specialist disability services may be more seamlessly linked with institution-wide learning supports.

While based on a relatively small case study, this report identifies good practice examples of the ways by which the provision of individualised reasonable adjustments may be enhanced and highlights the institution-level learning supports that could be expanded to foster learning environments that are inclusive of students with disabilities in tertiary education.
Introduction

The overarching goal of this research was to explore the factors affecting the implementation of supports for students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions to their participate in tertiary education. It focuses on two types of learning supports: individualised reasonable adjustments; and institution-level learning supports.

A reasonable adjustment refers to an action or measure taken to assist an individual student with a disability to participate in education, by taking into account the student’s learning needs and balancing the interests of others affected, for example other students, the education provider and staff. Education providers are obligated to ensure that students with disabilities are able to access and participate in education on the same basis as students without disabilities, in accordance with the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA; Commonwealth of Australia 1992) and the Disability Standards for Education (Commonwealth of Australia 2005). Mandated activities include consulting with students with disabilities about their learning support needs, providing reasonable adjustments, and ensuring an environment free from harassment and discrimination. An education provider is not required to make changes if these would impose unjustifiable hardship (Commonwealth of Australia 2005). Changes or modifications should also be made in ways that maintain the integrity of the course and qualification (Queensland VET Development Centre 2010). Therefore, a reasonable adjustment is an individualised form of support, the purpose of which is to enable a student with a disability to participate in education on an equal footing with other students; it is not to advantage students with disabilities or alter course standards or outcomes (Western Australian Department of Training and Workforce Development 2013).

Tertiary education institutions also typically provide a range of learning supports for students in general; that is, structures and practices designed to enable the participation of most students most of the time. Examples may include study skills assistance and library, technical and language skills support. In this report, these are termed institution-level learning supports.

All students may make use of institution-level learning supports, whereas students may request individualised reasonable adjustments on the grounds of a disability or ongoing health condition. This includes permanent and temporary physical, sensory and learning disabilities, mental health issues and medical conditions.

The definitions of disability used in Australia vary (Griffin & Beddie 2011). A useful framework by which to consider reasonable adjustments is that of the World Health Organization (2001). It suggests three foci for understanding disability: impairments (of body structure or function); activity limitations (in executing specific actions or tasks); and participation restrictions (in opportunity for involvement). Therefore, while the term ‘disability’ is often used to describe impairments (physical, sensory and so on), it is important to recognise that disability also arises from barriers to participation, given that it is these barriers that reasonable adjustments are intended to overcome. This report uses the term students with disabilities to be inclusive of disability understood in both ways.
Background

International and Australian evidence suggests a growing number of students in post-secondary education with disabilities or significant health conditions (Barlow et al. 2007; Brett, Norton & James 2012; Griffin & Beddie 2011). For instance, in the VET sector the total number of students who disclosed a disability increased between 2002 and 2010, although the proportion of VET students with disabilities appears more stable (Griffin & Beddie 2011). Most commonly reported were medical conditions, followed by learning and physical disabilities and mental illness (Griffin & Beddie 2011).

Disability can significantly disrupt educational attainment, negatively impacting on employment prospects, career development and lifetime earnings (Catroppa et al. 2008; Mealings, Douglas & Olver 2012; Polidano & Mavromaras 2010; Waghorn et al. 2011). There are many barriers to successful re-engagement with education for students with disabilities. Consequently, course-completion rates, educational achievement and employment outcomes tend to be poorer among people with disabilities compared with the general VET student population, but they also differ by disability type (Cavallaro et al. 2005; Griffin & Beddie 2011; Karmel & Nguyen 2008). The known risk factors for dropping out of post-secondary education among students with persistent mental ill health include: thinking difficulties associated with the symptoms related to particular conditions and with medication effects; lowered academic self-confidence; discriminatory attitudes; and consequent reluctance to seek assistance from academics or fellow students (Hartley 2010). Likewise, with the onset of an acquired disability (for example, brain injury), students may experience changes to thinking, behaviour and physical skills that affect their participation in educational and social networks (Mealings, Douglas & Olver 2012). Inflexible course structures, complex systems and discrimination in educational settings are thought to exacerbate these issues (Hartley 2010; Megivern, Pellerito & Mowbray 2003).

More effective support is called for to improve the course-retention and completion rates of students with disabilities and to address their disadvantages (National VET Equity Advisory Council 2011). Some educational and psycho-social interventions have been designed to enhance participation in post-secondary education for students with disabilities. These interventions tend to focus on students’ skill building, on compensating for the challenges experienced by students, or on the provision of transitional programs to overcome initial return-to-study hurdles. No consistent approaches and few outcomes have been reported to date (Venville, Street & Fossey 2014). However, access to learning supports are considered crucial to improving the educational participation and success of students with disabilities (Hartley 2010; Morrison, Clift & Stosz 2010; Ylvisaker et al. 2001).

Educational institutions must legally provide reasonable adjustments, if required, to enable students who disclose disabilities to participate in education; yet more needs to be known about what is being done to assist eligible tertiary students and how the outcomes for these students are affected as a result (Griffin & Nechvoglod 2008; White 2011). Furthermore, a recent Australian Government review of the Disability Standards for Education concluded that, while student support services are assumed to have positive impacts on student experiences, course retention and success, there is a lack of clarity about how to consistently interpret and apply the principles contained within the Disability Discrimination Act (Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations 2012). In the VET sector, several guides to making reasonable adjustments for students with disabilities go
some way to addressing this issue (for example, Queensland VET Development Centre 2010; Western Australian Department of Training and Workforce Development 2013). These guides explain the concept and role of reasonable adjustments in the teaching, learning and assessment of students with disabilities to ensure their educational access, opportunity and outcomes on an equal footing with other students. They also provide valuable practical examples of the kinds of reasonable adjustments that may be made for students in VET courses and apprenticeships. Nevertheless, there is limited research investigating the implementation of reasonable adjustments in practice within the tertiary sector.

Some recent studies overseas have investigated the provision of reasonable adjustments in tertiary education (Magnus & Tøssebro 2014; Schreuer & Sachs 2014). For instance, in an Israeli study, the majority of students with disabilities reported using individualised reasonable adjustments to undertake their higher education courses. These adjustments were positively correlated with measures of participation and student satisfaction (Schreuer & Sachs 2014). Yet, tertiary students in other studies have reported negative reactions to their disclosure of their disabilities and requests for adjustments, or dissatisfaction with the supports offered (Olney & Brockelman 2003; Venville & Street 2012). For instance, Venville and Street found VET students who disclosed their mental ill health expressed dissatisfaction with the reasonable adjustments offered to them, reporting that these adjustments neither outweighed the risks to their reputation and integrity accompanying disclosure, nor made substantial differences to their course outcomes. Some tertiary students may therefore prefer not to disclose their disability (Magnus & Tøssebro 2014; Venville & Street 2012). That said, the extent of non-disclosure is difficult to ascertain for various reasons, including the quality and scope of the data routinely collected in the tertiary sector (Griffin & Nechvoglod 2008).

To improve student access to support and to decrease the need for students to be singled out or disclose their disability in order to receive support, there have been calls for more systemic approaches to the provision of learning supports (Schreuer & Sachs 2014; Shevlin, Kenny & McNeela 2004; Wray et al. 2013). Examples in VET and higher education include the application of the principles of inclusive or universal design to take account of students with diverse backgrounds and learning styles in the development of curriculum, teaching materials and instructional methods. In addition, efforts to support all students to remain engaged in tertiary education have led to some institution-level strategies being implemented (for example, greater flexibility in assessment tasks and submission dates, early-warning triggers when students are not attending classes or are not engaged in online learning). Little is known about the usefulness of such strategies for students with disabilities.

In summary, this research sought to investigate the following three research questions from the perspectives of VET and university students and staff in order to identify ways by which to enhance the capacity of the tertiary sector to respond to the learning support needs of students with disabilities.

Research questions

- What individualised reasonable adjustments are being offered to students with disabilities in tertiary education (the VET and university sectors)?
- What institution-level learning supports are being implemented that enhance participation and successful learning for tertiary students with disabilities?
What are perceived to be the effective and useful individualised adjustments and institution-level learning supports being implemented within VET and university programs?
Context and method

To establish the context for this research report, the role of disability services in tertiary education institutions is briefly outlined, followed by a description of the research methods.

Disability services in tertiary education

Tertiary education institutions (including TAFE [technical and further education] institutes and universities) typically offer specialist disability services in order to meet their obligations to students with disabilities under the Disability Discrimination Act (Commonwealth of Australia 1992, 2005). To register for these disability services, students are required to provide documentary evidence of a disability or ongoing health condition and how their access and/or study may be affected.

Each educational institution has its own methods of organising supports for students with disabilities, but the functions of disability services typically include:

- registering eligible students for learning supports when students with disabilities request assistance
- assessing how each registered student’s access or study is affected in order to determine the student’s learning support needs
- identifying suitable reasonable adjustments to reduce the impacts of the student’s disability on studying and thus to enable the student’s course participation on the same basis as students without disabilities
- developing a learning support plan (sometimes known as a learning access plan) for each registered student, which typically contains information about the reasonable adjustments and supports to be provided to the student
- resourcing the reasonable adjustments identified as necessary for registered students, where applicable. For instance, this could include the loan of equipment (for example, screen-reading software, audio recorder), reformating of course materials to accommodate specific impairments (for example, large print, audio recording), or the provision of in-class and tutorial support (for example, note takers)
- liaising with teaching and general staff to facilitate the implementation of reasonable adjustments for registered students
- referring registered students to other appropriate services available to students, such as for learning/academic support, counselling, accommodation or financial advice, and so on.

Study methods

This research investigated the provision of supports for students with disabilities in tertiary education from the perspectives of 25 tertiary students and ten staff with disability services or course leadership roles. Qualitative methods were used and involved a semi-structured interview with each participant. Interviews were then transcribed and thematically analysed (Liamputtong 2009).
Participants were recruited from two tertiary institutions, a university and a TAFE institution, each with multiple campuses in the same geographic region. Both institutions provided specialist disability services through policy frameworks aligned with the Disability Discrimination Act (Commonwealth of Australia 1992, 2005). Thus, their policies articulate principles for ensuring students’ rights in regard to equal opportunity and the elimination of discrimination on the grounds of disability or medical conditions. Both institutions have also developed disability action plans for the purpose of reducing barriers to participation and promoting inclusion of staff and students with disabilities.

Tertiary students with disabilities

Twenty-five students enrolled in a TAFE or university course participated in a face-to-face or telephone interview. All of these students experienced a disability or an ongoing health condition, but registration with a disability service was not an eligibility criterion for participation in this study.

Multiple strategies were used to invite the participation of students with disabilities, including posters and flyers placed in common areas of the campuses, in specialist disability services offices and on the student portal. Emails and text messages with information about the study, and research team contact details were also forwarded by the specialist disability services to registered students.

Table 1 describes the demographic profile of the 25 students who participated in this study and the impairments and illnesses they reported. Several students reported experiencing multiple health conditions and impairments. Students reported accessing supports from a range of on-campus study skills, specialist disability and counselling services, as well as from health practitioners and personal care services.
### Table 1  Student participants’ demographic information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic variables</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range</td>
<td>18–67 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of birth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia/Oceania</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFE</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current course</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative arts and humanities</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciences</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and community services</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprenticeship and traineeship</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General education</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempted tertiary study before</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education level achieved</td>
<td>Up to Year 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate/diploma</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate degree</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of tertiary study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1 year</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–4 years</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–10 years</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 10 years</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported impairment or illness*</td>
<td>Mental illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical impairment</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing health condition</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning disability</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory impairment</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological impairment</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired brain injury</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * some students have more than one disability; hence this column sums to more than 25.

### Specialist disability services staff

Seven staff working part-time or full-time in disability services roles were interviewed face to face or via telephone. They were recruited through emails containing information about the study, which had been forwarded from the research team to eligible staff by student
services managers in each organisation. All disability services staff participants were female. Their prior experience of supporting students with disabilities in a tertiary institution ranged from one to more than five years, and their employment backgrounds were in disability employment or training services, day programs or advocacy services.

Teaching staff

Three teaching staff with curriculum or course leader roles participated in interviews. Similar to the specialist disability services staff, they were recruited via email invitations from the research team, forwarded to eligible staff by student services managers or departmental heads, and to teaching staff who had previously expressed interest in the study. All participants were women, employed full-time, with five to 15 years prior experience in teaching and coordination roles and supporting students with disabilities within these roles.

Semi-structured interviews

Individual telephone or face-to-face interviews were conducted in two phases, as outlined below.

Phase one: individual interviews with students and disability services staff

In phase one, semi-structured interviews with students and specialist disability services staff gathered information about the nature and perceived usefulness of the reasonable adjustments offered to students with disabilities.

The student interviews included questions and prompts focused on: student experiences of tertiary studies, the reasonable adjustments accessed by them and their usefulness, as well as their views on how their learning support needs could be best met. The disability services staff interviews included questions about their experiences of supporting tertiary students with disabilities, the range and usefulness of the reasonable adjustments offered to these students, and other strategies that might improve supports for these students. See appendix A for phase one interview guides.

Phase two: individual interviews with curriculum/course leaders

In phase two, semi-structured interviews, which were informed by the results of phase one, were held with the teaching staff. They explored curriculum/course leaders’ experiences of supporting students with disabilities. Their views were also sought on: the institution-level learning supports that are or might be useful for these students; and the strategies put forward by students and disability services staff in phase one interviews.

Study limitations

Student participants were not equally drawn from the two institutions: university students with disabilities are less well represented than those engaged in VET courses, possibly due to less diverse recruitment strategies being used in the university. The two-phase participant recruitment approach was advantageous in allowing the issues and ideas raised by students and disability services staff to be explored with course leaders. However, while the disability services staff are well represented, the second phase of recruitment was less well timed in relation to teaching staff responsibilities, yielding a lower response rate from
This qualitative research pools knowledge from tertiary students with disabilities, disability services staff and course leaders to provide valuable insights into the processes and challenges involved in the provision of the individualised reasonable adjustments and institution-level learning supports that suit these students’ needs. The voices of learners are recognised as important for improving educational practices (National VET Equity Advisory Council 2011). This research highlights the need to bring together student, disability services and teaching perspectives in order to address the particular complexities of providing learning supports for students with disabilities.
Supporting tertiary students who experience disability: a complex practice

Supporting students with disabilities to participate in tertiary education is complex in practice. It involves not only identifying students’ support needs, but also negotiating and implementing suitable learning supports. Multiple people need to be engaged and contribute to the complexity and variability in how these processes are navigated by students, teachers and specialist disability services staff.

The research findings presented in this report address the nature of individualised reasonable adjustments, along with the institution-level learning supports identified and the processes involved in their provision.

These findings draw on interviews involving current students with disabilities, specialist disability services staff and teaching staff in course leader roles at two tertiary education institutions: a TAFE institution and a university. To protect identities, student and staff voices are presented without identification of their institution. Overall, there were more similarities than differences in the learning supports available and the processes for supporting these students across the two institutions.

Table 2 provides an overview of the key themes presented in this section of the report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Individualised and institution-level learning supports identified by participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-category</td>
<td>Strategies involving use of technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>How disability support fits into student life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-category</td>
<td>Knowledge and skills to respond to students with diverse issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-gathering from multiple sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing learning support plans in collaboration with students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Who negotiates the implementation of reasonable adjustments and supports?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-category</td>
<td>Negotiating reasonable adjustments directly with teaching staff – a disability services role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiating learning supports – it’s the student’s responsibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiating as a collaborative responsibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers to negotiating reasonable adjustments and supports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Using reasonable adjustments and supports in practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-category</td>
<td>Determining the usefulness of adjustments and supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers to using adjustments and supports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Individualised and institution-level learning supports identified

This section describes the types of learning supports that participants in this study identified.

Individualised reasonable adjustments

Many types of individualised reasonable adjustments were used by student participants in this study, as summarised in table 3. They reflect the diversity in these students’ learning support needs. Some of these reasonable adjustments were used across the learning activities, assessments and learning environments in which the students participated; others were more specific to the learning tasks or assessments in students’ courses and the types of knowledge, skills and competencies being taught and assessed. The most commonly reported reasonable adjustment was flexibility in assessment due dates.

Table 3 Examples of reasonable adjustments used by student participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of support</th>
<th>Examples of reasonable adjustments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility in assessments</td>
<td>Extended assessment due dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changed assessment formats (e.g. oral rather than written presentation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Submitting assessment tasks via email rather than at the institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed exam conditions</td>
<td>Provision of a computer rather than writing by hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of a scribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allowance of food and beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extended exam time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location moved to a quiet room to decrease anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of adaptive equipment</td>
<td>Screen reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audio recorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjustable seating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobility scooter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-class supports</td>
<td>Note takers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other academic supports</td>
<td>Individual tutoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information in varied formats (e.g. audio books, online)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The individualised reasonable adjustments listed above are similar to those reported elsewhere (for example, Cotton 2010; Redpath et al. 2013; Schreuer & Sachs 2014). However, this study also revealed that the lines were blurred between individualised reasonable adjustments to accommodate disability, students’ own strategies for managing their studies, and institution-level learning supports. For instance, students described seeking flexibility with assessments (for example, timing, methods) through disability services, practices that are also negotiable with teaching staff by any student. Furthermore, students’ interviews tended to focus on their strengths, such as persistence and patience, as well as the skills and personally developed strategies used to manage student life, focussing less on difficulties resulting from impairments or illnesses.

I find that anything I have difficulty with I just keep persevering until I master it.

(Student)

Students’ strategies for managing their studies combined not only the use of individualised reasonable adjustments but also the use of non-specialist equipment (for example, wheeled...
bags for carrying books, and audiobooks instead of printed books, mobile devices), online information resources, reduced study loads and other stress-management strategies, tutorial support and study skills development (the latter being an institution-level learning support).

**Institution-level learning supports**

Some institution-level learning supports were identified as useful for students with disabilities by participants, although their value seemed more recognisable when they failed. In particular, students, disability services staff and course leaders all identified strategies involving the use of technologies as useful in supporting these students, whereas inconsistency in their use and some students being less familiar with technology were identified drawbacks. In addition, students, disability services staff and course leaders noted examples of inclusive support built into classes and courses to assist students with and without disabilities to learn and to manage their courses. Resource constraints were considered the main factor restricting their wider implementation.

The usefulness of technologies and inclusive educational practices in supporting students with disabilities are each illustrated below.

**Strategies involving the use of technologies**

Online technologies such as learning-management systems were identified as particularly useful because 'students have got it wherever they are' (Course leader). For students with disabilities, online course materials enabled more flexible access: to reduce the impact of mobility issues, to review materials after classes, and to pace their own learning.

> I find that, I’m on the internet every day so I mean before that, I don’t know what I would have done. I think the fact that things are so much online these days, it’s a real benefit because it takes away a lot of the physical aspects of things, you don’t actually have to go anywhere, if you’ve got your iPad or computer or whatever, you are there. (Student)
>
> I just pace myself ‘cause I know it’s going to be up [online] to go back and look at, so if it is just getting too much I can stop and listen. (Student)

Yet, the reported variability in whether and when online course materials were available meant students could not fully rely on these learning supports:

> I really like to review my notes after class but sometimes these do not go up for 2–3 weeks – that means I am always more behind than I would like to be. (Student)
>
> It’s just hit or miss, some are good, some are bad ... Providing all information electronically before class, even after class ... that would be fantastic because people can go over things themselves, people can put it through their computer systems and maybe have it speak to them and just repetition as well ... Pretty much that would solve a lot of support needs. (Disability services staff)

Besides the online technologies offered by the institutions, disability services staff and students identified mobile devices as useful tools for supporting students to organise their schedules, develop study skills, or record, watch and listen to lessons of different kinds, without students being singled out.
You can do anything with a [smartphone], you can record, set reminders ... And then all your apps that you can get, that can help you with your reading and writing, all the programs ... there’s so many useful things out there. (Disability services staff)

Some subject areas are probably easier to do this than others. With all your tradies, it’s always easy ’cause you can show them, they can record it, like on your [smartphone], you can record and watch it later ... how to build an engine or a chair that they are putting together ... just by getting students to do what it is that they are hearing. (Disability services staff)

[Recording] becomes a benefit in a lot of ways ... instead of trying to remember what we did, I can listen and go last week we learnt all this and remember it ... I’ve started to use it for recording additional information or teacher’s feedback ... of what we’re doing. So I’m using it more than what was initially intended. (Student)

Nevertheless, technology-based learning supports can also be a barrier to meeting diverse students’ learning support needs, which reinforces that a range of approaches to learning support remains important:

Everything is geared towards the Anglo 20 — something with multiple devices; we are not all like that. (Student)

Students with a second language and especially refugee students who maybe have not had a lot to do with computers, for them that environment is really foreign. (Course leader)

Student learning, there’s a lot more been put online but ultimately I don’t know, sometimes I think you need more of a face-to-face assistance. (Disability services staff)

Inclusive practices

The inclusive supports that were identified as assisting students with and without disabilities to learn and to manage their courses included: having more than one teacher or team teaching in classes; support tutorials on topics known to be challenging in particular courses; and teaching staff accessibility. Broadly, these reflect the inclusive approaches to teaching identified by participants, in which respect for different ways of participating and learning were emphasised:

Having that realisation that people learn differently and being able to ... knowing how to teach everyone. (Disability services staff)

Students with disabilities and course leaders appreciated these kinds of teaching and learning approaches as not singling students out, but actively supporting them. Nevertheless, for staff, resource constraints limit the use of these approaches in practice, despite the benefits.

Some classes we have extra teachers ... She comes in and asks if anyone needs a hand and that’s really helpful, so we don’t have to speak up in front of the whole class or anything. (Student)

Having a floating person: I think I would do it like this anywhere ... A lot of young people, whilst they don’t tick the box [for disability support], they would have needs that would be helped by someone just saying, how are you going, just putting that little feeler out there. (Course leader)
That’s just the one area that stands out to me, that yes, that’s what we need, but no, it’s not going to be as readily available as we would like. (Course leader)

Other efforts to inclusively support students focused on additional classes that supplemented regular teaching sessions, as well as the teaching of stress management and coping mechanisms for students both with and without disabilities:

Usually it’s just small groups that turn up and they might just require that I go over some of the concepts again, maybe work through a few examples slowly ... cover what is really important and talk to them, maybe get them to work through a few example questions, make sure they are really understanding it and then keep doing that until they are more comfortable ... it’s terrific. (Course leader)

We’ve involved student services to do workshops for us on wellbeing and stress and those sorts of things ... so trying to get them as a whole group though ... it’s not to identify [particular students] so we’ve tried it different ways. (Course leader)

Students, course leaders and disability services staff also regarded teachers making themselves accessible, such as by regularly expressing an ‘open door policy’ policy, as important in assuring students that they could seek help: ‘It is a genuine offer ...’ (Student). However, a noted barrier to teaching staff accessibility was the predominance of part-time and casual teaching staff: ‘especially at smaller campuses who are fly in fly out’ (Disability services staff).

Lastly, the development of built-in flexibility in courses, such as offering options among learning activities or assessment methods, was suggested as an area where more might be done to support diverse students at the tertiary institutions involved.

A guideline of what’s reasonable ... if something like that was sent to teachers, instead of them having to engage with us ... they could just go into class, going here’s some reasonable adjustments, they don’t have to be diagnosed with disability or registered with us, they just have to be someone in class who says they would like to be assessed in a different way. (Disability services staff)

Multiple assessment methods ... we do accommodate within the assessment method with different students, trying to make sure that it is still fair, valid, reliable, all of those things as well, but we probably don’t look at that as much as we should. (Course leader)

How disability support fits into student life

The provision of disability supports involves four key processes:

- finding and accessing disability services
- identifying what learning supports are suitable
- negotiating how learning supports will be implemented between students, disability services staff and teaching staff
- using reasonable adjustments and supports in practice.

In this section, each of these processes is described to highlight how students, disability services staff and teaching staff are involved, and the factors contributing to their complexity in practice.
First, to contextualise these processes, we briefly outline the students’ reasons for studying and engaging with disability services, as well as disability support staff approaches to their role.

The students who participated in this study reported enrolling in TAFE or university courses for varied reasons. Some students viewed education as a pathway to employment or further study, while a small number of students were using education to retrain for another field of employment following an injury or illness that prevented their return to previous work. Other students described tertiary studies as a way to gain ‘re-entry into the world’ after a period of illness; to regain lost confidence and life skills; or to relieve boredom and as a way to keep occupied during the day. These reasons are similar to those reported in other VET studies (Cocks & Thoresen 2013; Nechvoglod & Griffin 2011).

Most students in this study were not attempting tertiary studies for the first time. Some had up to 15 years of enrolment in tertiary study, including many successes and failures. Some had completed a certificate, diploma or degree, but typically students described being unsuccessful in completing previous courses due to the impacts of their disability on their learning, participation, study skills, or because of finding the transition to adult learning environments difficult. As a consequence, disability services played a vital role in most student participants being able to undertake their current courses.

Overall, students reported valuing the support received from disability services, as well as the willingness of disability services and teaching staff to support them and cater for their individual academic and personal needs. For some students, the practical assistance was particularly important, whereas others valued the supportive relationships they built with disability services staff.

Well [the disability services staff member] is really onto everything so if someone is not going to show up or something, she always tells you and reminds you that your appointment with your tutor is the next day ... And when I’ve gone in there and talked to other people in the office like the other [disability services staff], they are really nice and not cranky about you taking up their time as a lot of people can be. (Student)

Disability services staff too viewed their role as an important part of the institution’s support for students with disabilities and as involving the direct and indirect support of students through educating teachers and promoting their service during enrolment, orientation and open day events.

Disability services staff approaches to supporting students were discussed in differing ways. They included: monitoring, encouraging, empowering, requiring student self-management, and complying with institutional requirements. Figure 1 provides illustrative examples.

These approaches were evident in staff comments about their interaction with students and their negotiation and implementation of reasonable adjustments; they also seemed to reflect varied values and beliefs about disability, caring, and the role of disability services, the latter which may contribute to the variability in what they do and how students experience disability support.
Finding and accessing disability services

The students and staff who participated in this study reported variability in eligible students’ access to and registration with disability services. The contributing factors include: reasons for registration, choices made regarding when to register, awareness of the service, and managing the registration process.

The typical reasons for students to register with disability services were because of worries about their lack of educational experience; to ensure they would cope and that their teachers would understand their circumstances; or because they had previously used disability services. For similar reasons, students often chose to disclose their disability directly to the teaching staff with whom they felt comfortable: to explain the impact of their disability; to give teachers a ‘heads up’ in case their performance began to slip; and to ensure teaching staff understood their potential difficulties and did not think badly of them.

I wasn’t sure how I’d get on with it, how I’d cope, so I approached [disability services] first to see, to let them know this is how it is; to let the teachers know that if I have trouble getting assignments in because of my … lack of brain function and disability. It’s far better they should know that than for me to struggle through and pretend [because] then the teacher would think negative thoughts: ‘Why aren’t you getting this done?’ It’s better for them to know than [for me] to try and bluff it. (Student)

The students described registering with disability services at differing times during their courses: those with pre-existing conditions either registered at enrolment or adopted a ‘wait and see’ approach to see how they managed their course without disability support; others sought assistance in response to emerging difficulties or changes in ongoing conditions.

The students who sought support at enrolment, disability services staff and course leaders all thought that students’ disclosing their disability on their enrolment form should prompt contact from disability services; they all also noted that this anticipated contact did not necessarily eventuate, or at least not consistently.

If someone is filling out the form and putting down that they have a disability, perhaps a first point of contact to say, ‘Here’s what we have and this is what you can do to
help with your education while you’re here if you want to’. Because I probably
personally wouldn’t go looking into things to see what’s there because I would assume
there’s nothing there anyway and your mind is always on something else when you’re
studying. (Student)

On the enrolment form, there’s a box you can tick that indicates you have a disability
and that is meant to be a prompt for enrolment staff to say, ‘If you do need support,
you can contact these people, disability support service’, or even give them the form.
That doesn’t always happen though. A lot people slip through the cracks.

(Disability services staff)

The enrolment office was meant to give [students] the information [about disability
services]. So there’s the extra step ... if they have ticked the box and haven’t got the
form, or have missed the spot [to tick the box], then we have to go back and back
track. (Course leader)

Alternatively, students described adopting a ‘wait and see’ approach or reviewing their
support needs in an ongoing way. Sometimes issues arose whereby the student ‘never saw
that coming’. Hence, students may have no option but to seek support when and if issues
arise. Disability services staff, on the other hand, expressed a preference for students to
disclose as early as possible to minimise difficulties.

Generally I just try and do it myself, be independent, just as anyone else would be,
until there is something like a roadblock, something I can’t overcome myself, then I’ll
try and find out a way of getting around it or fixing it. (Student)

I never saw that coming. Now it has, I have to go, ‘Can I do it?’ and if I can, how can I
do it, to modify it to my abilities? (Student)

The problem is we often get registrations at the end of the semester when someone is
really struggling because they haven’t disclosed and then obviously you are trying to
provide a semester or a year’s support, trying to get this person to pass when it could
have been done a lot easier. I respect someone thinking they can do the course without
it, but that’s the flip side of it. (Disability services staff)

Less commonly, student participants reported not being aware of the disability services
available at TAFE and university and consequently they had not registered with their
service. This is despite, as previously noted, disability services staff efforts to promote
these services, and teaching or department staff prompting students to register with
disability services.

I actually didn’t know it existed. To be truthful ... and I didn’t seek it out ... I just went
and my first concern is enrolment, getting in, started studying, and then if an issue
arises then I’ll tackle it. (Student)

Feeling conflicted about registering with disability services, students sometimes chose to
disclose only necessary information to obtain support, viewing not doing so as a greater risk.
The disclosure of further details was considered ‘none of their [disability services staff]
business’. This is consistent with the challenges of disclosure and student preferences not to
do so identified in previous VET research and elsewhere (Magnus & Tøssebro 2014; Schreuer
& Sachs 2014; Venville & Street 2012; Venville, Street & Fossey 2014). Yet, this study also
identified that issues such as anxiety or communication difficulties can make approaching
and registering with disability services more challenging. Furthermore, some students from
non-English speaking or refugee backgrounds may have difficulties accessing relevant community supports from which to obtain evidence of a disability.

A coordinator applied for disability support for this particular person … and they had to be tested … have a quite obvious learning disability for it to go anywhere. The process involved, the forms, doctors’ reports … it’s a huge amount of work to take that on board … you really have to find someone who is prepared to want to assist those young people. Of course they often don’t have any family or anyone who can read or write or even understand, or maybe even culturally want to do anything about it. So taking it to the next step can be extremely difficult. (Course leader)

Deciding on what reasonable adjustments are suited to a student’s needs

Once students have registered with disability services, deciding on what reasonable adjustments may be suitable depends on: disability services staff knowledge and skills to respond to students with diverse issues; information-gathering from multiple sources; and developing learning support plans in collaboration with students. Each of these issues is further illustrated below.

Knowledge and skills to respond to students with diverse issues

All interviewed disability services staff were involved in supporting students with diverse issues and in assessing the impact of diverse impairments on students’ academic skills and study requirements. The diversity of student issues was both a source of interest and complexity in their work. Consequently staff felt tested at times by the challenges that service provision presented.

I really enjoy what I do. I think I like it in the sense that it is quite varied and yes you are working with students who have various disabilities, but you’re also working with departments and you’re working with case managers and psychologists and psychiatrists, depending on the student and what their support needs are. So I find that quite interesting. (Disability services staff)

I really don’t think a model of providing telephone interviews is always appropriate. I know sometimes it’s okay and some students quite like it because they want to remain anonymous, but I think really, the best practice model should be to give students the choice … I’ve had to refer people back [to the on-campus support] because they’ve been too complex for me to handle by phone. (Disability services staff)

Table 4 presents the range of difficulties related to studying, from the point of view of students and disability services staff. As shown, students described their studying difficulties in detailed and varied ways, drawn from their own experiences, whereas disability services staff described the impacts of disability on students in more generalised terms. This supports the notion that students are expert in their own situations, albeit not necessarily in what reasonable adjustments and supports are available, or what might suit their learning needs. Further, it underscores the need for collaboration between a student and disability services staff to effectively identify the student’s learning support needs.

Faced with diverse student issues, some disability services staff talked about building networks with their counterparts at other tertiary institutions and attending conferences to keep up to date with potential adjustment strategies. However, most spoke of relying on
each other’s varied backgrounds and knowledge to provide informal skill development, debriefing and support.

Sometimes we need to debrief ... so it’s always good having other [disability services staff] around to debrief. I think for me that’s the biggest thing, as long as I have somebody I can go, ‘This is what I’m thinking, does that make sense or anything I forgot, that I didn’t ask or should have asked ... Have I crossed all my T’s, and dotted all my I’s?’

(Disability services staff)

Table 4  Difficulties related to studying: student and disability services staff viewpoints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of impact</th>
<th>Student viewpoint</th>
<th>Disability services staff viewpoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Difficulty walking long distances between classes and/or up stairs</td>
<td>Difficulty managing the physical aspect of campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sitting uncomfortably at high science benches or classroom tables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sitting uncomfortably at non-adjustable computers or on non-adjustable seating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inability to carry heavy books and laptop computers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulty managing the physical study tasks</td>
<td>Difficulty writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulty writing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inability to easily use provided equipment, such as accessing the lift using a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scooter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inability to attend class fieldwork</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory</td>
<td>Difficulty hearing the teacher</td>
<td>Inability to see notes on the board in class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulty reading computer screens, textbooks, and notes on the board in class</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Poor short-term memory</td>
<td>Poor short-term memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor concentration</td>
<td>Distraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distraction caused by pain, fatigue or anxiety</td>
<td>Difficulty following instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulty understanding abstract material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>Difficulty handling stress</td>
<td>Difficulty handling stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiety leading to inability to cope under pressure</td>
<td>Social anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling overwhelmed by the amount of work</td>
<td>Difficult with managing emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of confidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crying</td>
<td>Attention seeking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fear for personal safety</td>
<td>Laziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning/study skills</td>
<td>Reduced learning habits and skills due to interrupted schooling</td>
<td>Poor time-management and organisational skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor literacy skills</td>
<td>Poor literacy skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messy handwriting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tasks take longer due to pain or fatigue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment/medical</td>
<td>Missing classes due to medical appointments</td>
<td>Being late for class due to morning drowsiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drowsiness due to poor sleep and/or medication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor concentration due to psychotic symptoms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medication causing a lack of creativity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Information-gathering from multiple sources**

To gather information about students’ learning support needs, disability services staff typically consulted the students themselves and accessed written advice from health practitioners. Some disability services staff also reported liaising with a student’s department and teaching staff to determine the requirements, content and style of his or her classes.
We meet with the student and ask them hundreds of questions to find out how they best learn, what’s going to work for them, what has worked in the past and what hasn’t worked in the past and basically write everything down, look through their reports for whatever has been suggested, depending on what the report is, and then from our meeting and from what’s been put in the report, put something together.

(Disability services staff)

I’ll call the department and say okay this is the timetable, which classes are going to be the ones you think are going to be tricky. So if the student has learning difficulties and [with] these three classes, there is going to be a lot of writing, a lot of theory, I’ll put support in there. But if these two classes are practical and they are putting computers together, let’s try them being independent in there and just assess it.

(Disability services staff)

When consulting with students with mental health issues in particular, disability services staff reported that the assessment of need may go beyond learning needs, to assess risk, to motivate, and to provide social support. They reported these aspects as time-consuming but vitally important to the success of the student’s participation and safety for all concerned.

**Developing learning support plans in collaboration with students**

Once a student’s needs were identified, disability services staff at both participating institutions described developing individual learning support plans collaboratively with students. This is a complex process, one that is influenced by a number of factors: students’ experiences of using supports; making allowances for fluctuation in their support needs; staff and student negotiations of need; students’ perceived pressure on available resources; and students’ preferences about disclosure of their learning support plans to teaching staff.

From a disability services staff viewpoint, students with disabilities coming directly from high school seemed to have a better understanding of what supports might be available and were well equipped to develop their learning plans with disability services. Perhaps this was because they understood the latest technology to suit their needs or knew how to advocate for their needs. Unsurprisingly, those students with limited prior experience of disability services typically reported being less knowledgeable about the resources available to them and relied more on the disability services staff to identify potentially suitable reasonable adjustments when creating learning support plans.

I’ve had some really good students that have been really proactive with what they need and I think that’s when it works best, because everyone is so different and I can make suggestions to somebody but I think the best results we get [are] when somebody, through their experience of school, knows exactly what it is they need.

(Disability services staff)

When creating learning support plans, disability services staff suggested more reasonable adjustments tended to be documented than were always necessary, and that students’ support typically reduced over time as they settled into student life. By contrast, students viewed these strategies as important and helpful, acting as a safety net if they became unwell.

It all really depends on what the students need, so we always look at what we could put support in, but then if they are settling in and feeling okay, we can ... start fading
Students and disability services staff sometimes differed in their opinions of learning support plans. The reported differences in viewpoints mostly related to the suitability of offered reasonable adjustments. For example, a student with a hearing impairment refused a note taker as he reported that he would feel uncomfortable and different, and instead requested a tutor to assist him ‘with the bits that [he] missed’. While highlighting that reasonable adjustments need to be individualised, this also illustrates the need for ways to negotiate these differing student perspectives.

In turn, disability services staff expressed frustration that sometimes students did not adequately disclose their learning needs and did not accept offered adjustments, with subsequent negative consequences, such as increased difficulties with their studies or having to withdraw from a course. Thus, disability services staff viewed their ability to identify suitable reasonable adjustments for students as dependent upon their having adequate information about a student’s disability and its impacts, both medically and from the student’s viewpoint.

Ultimately it’s in relation to how students see themselves and what a student discloses. And sometimes people forget about that. People concentrate on the disability, but they don’t concentrate on the fact that the person sees their disability or condition in a very different light … I need to be guided by his [medical] document and what the student reports … the adjustments that were developed, using the health practitioner’s statement and self-reporting, was to do with anxiety … but that, I don’t think is enough for that student. (Disability services staff)

Students also reported reluctance to ask for more assistance because they perceived disability services to be overwhelmed with the number of students requiring support, and were concerned that other students with disabilities may miss out. They based this view on having had difficulties in contacting disability services staff, the timeliness and consistency of the support provided, or being encouraged to try classes without assistive equipment initially to determine whether it was actually needed.

I think the sheer amount of students with disability at [the educational institution] might be a bit too much to handle, too many cases at once and somebody slips beneath the radar unintentionally. Maybe that’s a reason why things don’t get done that should be done. (Student)

[Disability services staff member] mentioned the voice recorder [and] … study assist at that point in time. She mentioned these things but said, ‘This is in week one, see how you go with everything and then contact me by the end of the week to see what you need’.

(Staff)

Lastly, when disability services staff and students are developing learning support plans, students choose what information is disclosed and to whom. This too influences what plans can be made. For instance, when students allow disclosure of information about their
disability and learning support plans to a department or course leader, but not to individual
teaching staff, this permits some reasonable adjustments to be made, such as the use of an
audio recorder. In comparison, when students permit information to be shared directly with
teaching staff, disability services staff considered they had greater scope in what
reasonable adjustments and support could be planned.

There are some students who don’t disclose to [teaching staff] and yet we work around
that, but we always will try and encourage students to let us disclose even if the line
is, ‘Can we tell them you are registered with us and not tell them what your particular
condition is?’ Because a big part of what we can do is talking to the [staff], if they say,
‘No you can’t tell the [staff]’, then we are really limited in what we can do.

(Disability services staff)

The perspectives of the students and disability services staff given above each shed light on
the complexity of identifying students’ learning support needs and subsequent adjustments.
To reduce some of the potential tensions, one disability services staff member suggested
that guidelines could be developed to facilitate student understanding of their options and
teaching and disability services staff understanding of what is reasonably expected of them.
Some resources (for example, Western Australian Department of Training and Development
2013; Queensland VET Development Centre 2010) already exist to guide institutions wishing
to develop such information for students and staff.

Who negotiates the implementation of reasonable adjustments and
supports?

Once developed, learning support plans need to be communicated, and their
implementation negotiated with teaching staff in the relevant department. The disability
services staff and students in this study expressed varying views about who should negotiate
the implementation of learning support plans: the disability services staff through
negotiations with teaching staff; the student’s responsibility to negotiate with teachers; or
negotiation as a collaborative responsibility.

Issues in relation to negotiating learning supports between students, disability services staff
and teaching staff also arose; for example, if responsibility for negotiation was imposed on
the student without the student’s involvement in determining the approach taken; and if
the potential concerns of teaching staff about implementing reasonable adjustments were
not addressed. These findings underscore that disability awareness among staff and
effective communication and collaborative relationships are essential for negotiating
reasonable adjustments (Claiborne et al. 2011; Magnus & Tøssebro 2014; Miller & Nguyen
2008), as further illustrated below.

*Negotiating reasonable adjustments directly with teaching staff – a disability
services role*

The majority of disability services staff interviewed in this study viewed negotiating with
teaching staff as part of their overall role. They viewed their role as one of guiding teaching
staff to make adjustments and they reported being cautious when making suggestions about
how to implement reasonable adjustments, rather than directing the teaching staff on what
to do in their teaching.

[Teachers] have their set way of doing things, but I don’t think anyone has ever said no
to some of the stuff we’ve suggested. I always say if they take two or three things out
of the list that we’ve given them, that’s going to make a huge difference to a student. I try not to bombard them with 20 things anyway, but if you put a couple of things in that report and they are the main things the students need support with, then, as I said, if they take a couple of things, the student’s probably halfway there already.

(Disability services staff)

Disability services staff reported expending a great deal of time on providing information about specific disabilities and explaining needs in detail because, in their experience, teaching staff did not always have much understanding of disability. They also reported that being able to build relationships with departments or individual teaching staff assisted in implementing adjustments for students with a disability. Disability services staff often talked about ‘good departments’, where they were trusted and not expected to explain students’ needs in great detail.

That particular [department] is wonderful so they very much took the stance of they don’t understand disability, so they were happy to take my lead … I guess that’s one of the good things about being a [disability staff member] for a longer amount of time, you get to know people; they trust you a bit more. (Disability services staff)

**Negotiating learning supports – it’s the student’s responsibility**

Other disability services staff took the view that it was the student’s responsibility to negotiate their learning support plan with teaching staff, guided by the belief that students were independent adult learners with responsibility for their own learning. They viewed this as empowering for students, or as facilitating students to build independence by taking control of negotiating their own adjustments.

So then [the recommendation] gets into the learning plan, and it is the student’s responsibility. The other philosophy that the centre has is that it tries to support students to become, if they are not already, independent adult learners. So they are responsible for their learning as well, so they have their learning plan with the recommendations. (Disability services staff)

Students also sometimes preferred to negotiate reasonable adjustments and supports with teachers themselves: most often this was due to dissatisfaction with previous arrangements made by disability services or to ensure satisfactory arrangements for themselves. For instance, one student described several situations where details of reasonable adjustments, such as identifying a different exam room and providing a regular tutor, were overlooked by the disability service, leaving him at risk of failing classes. As a result, he preferred to negotiate with teaching staff directly. Similarly, another student described negotiating parking arrangements directly with campus security.

I go to [another campus] that doesn’t really have a car park as such; all it’s got is a few little spaces in the front, probably no more than ten spaces. So I thought that was going to be a bit of a problem but the lady who does the security and maintenance down there, she was very accommodating. I think she was very sympathetic ‘cause she said to me, ‘My partner has a disability as well so we know what it is like parking’ … so she made a sign up for me so that I can park my car. (Student)

Similar to disability services staff who negotiated reasonable adjustments with teaching staff, students too spoke of their relationships with teaching staff as necessary for negotiating these arrangements.
In reality, it’s probably not the student plans that help the [teaching staff] understand because they might not get the student plan, or they might not be able to follow through the instructions for whatever reason. So I think rather than the student plan … it’s more … personal connection. Just bothering to talk to a student for five minutes after class … and [my] just saying ‘I have a disability and I’m coming in with a scooter, so could you please bear that in mind for future occasions just in case we run into an accidental scenario where I’m running 20 minutes late for class’. (Student)

**Negotiating as a collaborative responsibility**

Several student participants indicated that their preferred approach would be a collaborative meeting if it were offered. Only one student described such a meeting between herself, disability services staff and teaching staff to negotiate how reasonable adjustments could be implemented in her classes in order to meet her needs.

Well, because, with anatomy, ‘cause that’s my nemesis [the disability staff member] came with me to see the coordinator … and we discussed my negative experiences with anatomy, what things have changed ‘cause it’s a new coordinator, structured differently. So just that moral support having him there, he’s never come with me to a meeting before but because he knew that was my Achilles heel he came with me and we met about 15 minutes before we went to see the coordinator so we could discuss what things he needed to put back on track, like what did I want to get out of the meeting and he took a few notes and was able to steer the conversation that way. (Student)

Hence, while students in this study did not all share the same views as each other, they wanted their preferences about who should negotiate reasonable adjustments taken into account. They sought a collaborative approach, aligned with Redpath et al.’s (2013) conclusion that the student, disability services staff, and teaching staff need to be part of a network of communication designed to encourage a conversation about adjustments, with the student at the centre of discussion. This type of collaborative approach may also facilitate ongoing review of a student’s supports, so as to accommodate the changes in learning requirements and in the student’s own circumstances that occur during their studies.

**Barriers to negotiating the implementation of reasonable adjustments and supports**

Students felt that negotiating their own reasonable adjustments had several limitations. First, students expressed some concern that the onus being placed on them to negotiate their own learning supports at TAFE or university added another stress at a time of difficulty. Sometimes students also preferred disability services staff to communicate with teaching staff on their behalf when their own difficulties, such as anxiety, were barriers to negotiating learning supports. Consequently, when students need to initiate this conversation, they can be left feeling unsupported (Redpath et al. 2013).

Sometimes the process of trying to get an extension actually for me outweighs just staying up until two in the morning and doing it … It forces more work, more form filling, more sitting down with [teaching staff]. They don’t have the time to meet with you anyway; you don’t have the time, if you’ve got issues cropping up, to say I can’t do it, I need two more days. (Student)
From the perspectives of students and disability services staff, the teaching staff who struggled to make adjustments also seemed to have less understanding of disability. In these circumstances, disability services staff described a number of actions they initiated to increase teachers’ understanding and to bring about change for the student. Importantly, where necessary, this included: making teaching staff aware of the legal framework that requires the provision of reasonable adjustments; sharing information about disability; and discussing how to implement relevant adjustments (also termed ‘accommodations’ in quotes below).

There were times when I’ve had to tell [teachers], give them my learning plan and stuff like that. Most of them have been really good with it. Some of them have been a bit unacceptable in their response to it, but I had one [teacher] tell me that he doesn’t believe in anxiety disorders, he thinks I should just calm down. (Student)

Their program coordinator was very good … So one of my roles was to spend a couple of weeks going out to classes … sending the person emails saying: ‘I’m here if you would like to talk about anything, strategies, you’ve probably already seen the confidential report but here it is again’, using our fact sheet, those kind of things. And I think there was only one [teacher] who was just flat out, didn’t want to engage in any [discussion]. (Disability services staff)

[With] all these accommodations and requests we make, some [staff] are fantastic, no problem, within reason … Some can be quite a challenge … I’ve had discussion with departments about the education standards … how providing these accommodations is actually a legal requirement. So I’ve certainly had those discussions and written big long-winded emails quoting the standards in it, to highlight to [teaching staff] because, in their defence, I don’t think all are aware. (Disability services staff)

From participants’ viewpoints, several factors contributed to this perceived lack of understanding among staff about disability and the legal requirements related to the provision of reasonable adjustments. These included: teaching staff workloads; their experience of working with students with disabilities; and the ease with which reasonable adjustments can be implemented. In addition, many teaching staff in the sector are part-time or casual employees and may have limited access to disability awareness training. A lack of understanding in this area also underlies negative attitudes towards accommodating disability (Ryan 2011), which have been previously reported in the sector (Claiborne et al. 2011; Magnus & Tøssebro 2014; Miller & Nguyen 2008). Thus, the above finding underscores the importance of improving staff knowledge of disability and how to apply the Disability Standards in Education (Commonwealth of Australia 2005), and the need for accessible disability awareness training.

**Using reasonable adjustments and supports in practice**

Students in this study typically reported that reasonable adjustments and supports enabled them to participate in learning more fully. As already presented (see table 3), they provided many examples of their use of reasonable adjustments. Students and disability services staff...
defined the effectiveness of learning supports in different ways. As far as the students were concerned, a better understanding of their own needs, the ability to cope, enjoyment and doing their best in studying were markers of effective learning support; disability services staff emphasised students completing courses or postponing study until better prepared as indicators of the success of learning supports. Some students also recounted physical and attitudinal barriers to their use of the recommended reasonable adjustments and consequent difficulties participating in their courses. Tertiary institutions might usefully consider gathering information about each of these issues when evaluating the effectiveness of the learning supports provided to students with disabilities.

The participants’ views on the usefulness of reasonable adjustments and support, as well as the barriers to their use in practice, are illustrated below.

**Determining the usefulness of adjustments and supports**

Overall, the students and disability services staff differ in how they define the usefulness of reasonable adjustments and learning supports. From the students’ viewpoints, the successful outcomes of using reasonable adjustments and supports related to their personal development, experiences of studying and achievements in their courses. For instance, students spoke of gaining a better understanding of their own needs (for example, where to direct attention), an increased ability to cope, and more enjoyment of studying as a result of effectively tailored supports (for example, individual tutoring from someone the student could relate to).

She got me a [in-class support person] study aid, and that. It’s like, I think I know enough about it now to cope on my own and I actually think I know enough on my own to help other people. (Student)

I think [individual tutoring] is grouse, it’s just the best thing and ... I like it that they’ve given me a chick ... around my age. One time she couldn’t show up and they gave me somebody who was doing ... conveyancing or something and she was 19 or 20 and I felt uncomfortable with that. So I like it that they originally ... with somebody who was age appropriate. (Student)

Other successful reasonable adjustments and supports from student viewpoints were those that allowed students to keep up with the study at the same rate as their peers and to complete their courses by not only passing but achieving to the best of their ability.

Disability services staff described successful outcomes as a result of students’ use of adjustments and supports in somewhat different terms. From their viewpoint, useful reasonable adjustment and supports led to students either completing courses or postponing study until they were better prepared.

She finished, she stuck through the whole course, it’s only a six-month course, completed everything except the computer component, and she completed it satisfactorily. (Disability services staff)

The [teacher] was actually really lovely. I think everyone tried really hard for quite a while and it probably went on a little bit longer than what it should have. We should have just said, ‘Look, this really isn’t the time for you to be studying right now’ ‘cause it really wasn’t. So he’s coming back this year, hopefully he’s in a better place and hopefully everything else around him has settled down. (Disability services staff)
Barriers to using adjustments and supports

Students and staff invest considerable expertise and effort in identifying suitable reasonable adjustments and supports, yet sometimes they were unsuccessful. The barriers to using adjustments and supports identified by participants were predominantly physical or attitudinal, or they related to the ways in which disability supports were implemented.

The physical barriers to using reasonable adjustments described by students and disability services staff included: situations in which the technology proved unsuitable for the intended use; equipment not arriving on time; students were not trained in using it; the provided equipment created other difficulties; or access to study resources was restricted. For instance, one student described being given a swivel chair, which then needed to be taken by the student to multiple classrooms on different levels of a building; another student spoke of significant physical restrictions in studying due to needing assistance to use the lifts and the login screens on computers.

It's really hard to use the lifts, because the lifts are really high. I can't reach, I asked the librarian or somebody who is around to do it and also when we go to [another] building, we've got to use a key and I can't get close enough to get in to do it. (Student)

Students also reported attitudinal barriers to reasonable adjustment use. These reflected the attitudes of others, but also students’ wishes not to draw attention to themselves or to be singled out in classes. In particular, students with less visible disabilities reported feeling judged by staff and other students when using recommended disability supports, and so were reluctant to use them. For example, a relatively straightforward strategy for managing pain, such as standing up in class, was seen as ‘not polite’ and too exposing by one student.

I did try that … but it was like people going ‘why are you sitting there?’ because you're obviously not disabled, because [my disability] isn’t obvious. (Student)

In addition, the success of reasonable adjustments and supports may be assumed to allow students to decrease their use of adjustments over time. Yet, when students’ impairments remain unchanged, reducing their disability support can have negative consequences for their participation and educational outcomes. As the following student described, his tutor support was withdrawn, not because of any change in his mobility, but because his academic results improved. However, he finds he can no longer sustain these achievements without this support.

When I started, I was given one of those disability tutors to sit with me and go over assignments and projects and so on for two hours on a weekly basis … and they said I’m entitled to that tutoring because of my lack of mobility … Then later in the second semester when I finished my first subject, they said ‘let’s have a look at your results, okay A, B, okay, that’s too much. Because of your results you no longer need a tutor’ … [Removing the tutoring] is not causing me to fail, but it is causing me to lose serious marks … it’s not you know two or three per cent, it’s the difference between a B and an A, or a B and a C and that, when it comes to your student record, is big in terms of being able to do honours, or being able to put that on your resume. (Student)

Some kinds of reasonable adjustments and supports were also seen as more likely to identify or single out students with disabilities, which students and disability services staff alike found challenging. Thus, students spoke of wishing that the presence of in-class support...
staff (for example, note takers) were less obvious to the other students. Disability services staff and course leaders for their part sought to provide in-class supports in the background to respect students’ preferences. Students spoke of disliking attention being drawn to their disability through the way in which teaching and support staff seemed to treat them differently from other students, for instance, rarely challenging them or asking them to speak in class. In turn, a disability services staff member spoke of struggling to ‘be invisible’ and provide in-class support.

Another student who had a disability noticed it as well. [The teacher] might go round to different people in the class and for most of the time really avoid me. And at some points he might almost go to everyone else in the class except me, and so it was highlighted more and more. But then other people see that I have an aid in one of the classes as well. It slightly concerns me sometimes ‘cause I feel like some of the other ones who don’t like the oral, some might get annoyed, ‘Why are you picking me and not him?’

(Student)

I had a floristry student who really didn’t want anyone to know I was there to help her, but it’s really hard to be invisible and students work out that you’re not another student sometimes. So I had to encourage her without, it was really hard, to sit in a group, to do an assignment in a group ... Yeah so that was really difficult, that didn’t work out.

(Disability services staff)

Both students and disability services staff made a range of suggestions about how student learning support could be improved. Examples of these suggestions are shown in table 5 and have been taken into account in developing the practice examples outlined in the final section of this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improvements to:</th>
<th>Student suggestions</th>
<th>Disability services staff suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching practice</td>
<td>Teaching staff available for extra tuition</td>
<td>Inclusion principles to be consistently considered in course development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability service</td>
<td>Collaboratively negotiated learning support plans with students, disability staff, teachers and department</td>
<td>More robust processes for student follow-up in disability services. Clearer understanding of the legal framework guiding the responsibilities of disability staff and teaching staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching staff support and training</td>
<td>Reduce the workload on teaching staff so they have more time to spend with individual students</td>
<td>Development of guidelines for teachers to facilitate creating reasonable adjustment options. Provision of positive reinforcement and recognition when teaching staff make adjustments. Provision of training in inclusive teaching practices. Provision to all teachers, including sessional staff, of access to disability training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other supports</td>
<td>Creation of peer-support groups to build students’ capacity to support each other</td>
<td>Improvement of physical access around campus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Practice recommendations

The practice recommendations address the two broad approaches to the provision of student learning supports in the tertiary education institutions considered in this report: individualised reasonable adjustments; and institution-level learning supports.

Individualised reasonable adjustments

From the viewpoints of students, disability services staff and course leaders, the processes that underpin the use of disability supports are complex to navigate, with many factors contributing to this complexity in practice. Figure 2 illustrates the range of these factors related to the individual student, the study or classroom context, the institutional supports, and the interactions between them. It also shows the intersecting factors that need to be taken into consideration to identify, negotiate and implement reasonable adjustments to support tertiary students with disabilities. Based on this report, three key areas for action are highlighted, with the aim of improving the identification, negotiation and implementation of reasonable adjustments:

- accessing disability supports
- adapting tasks and spaces, and strengthening student skills
- strengthening teacher knowledge and skills to enable work with individual students with disabilities.

Each is presented below with good practice examples to illustrate how they can be addressed.
Accessing disability support

These good practice recommendations address clarity of information, transparency of processes and understanding of how to access disability support. Table 6 outlines priority areas for action to address the variability in student awareness of and access to disability supports, along with good practice examples.

Table 6 Accessing disability support – areas for action and practice examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority areas for action</th>
<th>Practice examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At the point of enrolment, students may believe that disclosure of disability on the enrolment form leads to services contacting them. This may or may not be the case.</td>
<td>A clear statement is provided on the enrolment form to indicate why information about disability is collected, and how it will be used. A clear statement is provided on the enrolment form about how to access information about disability support services. Separate requests are available on the enrolment form for students to: disclose a disability if applicable and they wish to; and to opt for this information to be shared with disability support services to enable the disability service to contact them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A student may develop an impairment or health condition at any stage during their course, that is, not all conditions are pre-existing.</td>
<td>Information about disability services is clearly accessible by multiple means (e.g. at the point of enrolment, via online systems accessed by students, on institution websites, and through advertising flyers or brochures located with other student learning services, such as the library).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The evidence of a disability or health condition required to register with disability services may be misunderstood by some students or seem burdensome due to issues of cost, time or access to a health practitioner for those experiencing other disadvantages (e.g. language, financial).</td>
<td>Clear information is available (e.g. in brochures, on websites) about the nature of the information required to be eligible for disability support services, with examples of how this information can be obtained. Brochures available from disability services provide information about access to low-cost services for obtaining registration documentation. Students may be more able to articulate the impacts of their disability on learning than a health practitioner, as well as how this may change or fluctuate over time, so the student’s perspective of the learning impacts is crucial.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapting tasks and spaces

These good practice recommendations emphasise collaboration between the student, disability services and teaching staff in order to identify and implement the required reasonable adjustments. Table 7 outlines priority areas for action, along with examples of good practice to address the identified issues.

Table 7 Adapting tasks and spaces – areas for action and practice examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority areas for action</th>
<th>Practice examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roles taken in communicating and negotiating reasonable adjustments with teaching staff may vary, but are not necessarily clear to all involved.</td>
<td>Students choose the degree to which they are involved in liaising with teaching staff. With the student’s consent, learning support plans are shared with relevant teaching staff via email. A collaborative meeting between the student, disability staff, and teaching staff may be arranged to discuss the reasonable adjustments proposed by the disability service and student.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable adjustments offered to students may not always match their need or fit well with the learning and assessment tasks required.</td>
<td>Students meet with disability services staff as early as possible in their unit or course if experiencing difficulties or if their needs change. Students’ prior experiences guide the choice of adjustments, in order to take account of previous strategies that have worked well, and those that have been less successful. Collaboration between the student, disability staff, and teaching staff (email, phone, or face-to-face meeting) occurs, in order to match reasonable adjustments to the type of learning and assessment tasks in the student’s unit/course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A student’s disability may be inadvertently disclosed to peers and teaching staff by the presence of in-class support staff, such as note takers.</td>
<td>Students choose whether or not to sit with their note taker in class, and where they wish the note taker to undertake this role.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strengthening teacher knowledge and skills to work with individual students with disabilities

The good practice recommendations emphasise the provision of information to teaching staff on the nature of a specific student’s disability, its impacts on the student’s learning or how to implement specific reasonable adjustments. Table 8 outlines priority areas for action to strengthen teacher knowledge and skills about a student’s disability and the associated reasonable adjustments, together with good practice examples.

Table 8 Strengthening teacher knowledge and skills to work with individual students with disabilities – areas for action and practice examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority areas for action</th>
<th>Practice examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Teaching staff typically demonstrate a willingness to support students, but may lack knowledge about the impacts of disability on the individual student’s learning. | With the student’s consent, written general information about the impact of the student’s disability is provided to the relevant teaching staff by the disability service.  
With the student’s consent, disability staff will brief a teaching team with general information about the student’s disability.  
The student chooses the extent to which s/he is involved in information-sharing with relevant teaching staff or teaching teams. |

Creating institution-level learning supports

Institution-level learning supports have the potential to enhance all students’ learning experiences and perhaps decrease the need for students to be singled out or to disclose a disability in order to receive support. At least some learning supports identified in this report as useful to students with disabilities can be organised at an institution level to support all students, thereby potentially reducing the demands placed on disability services.

Figure 3 illustrates that potential institution-level learning supports may be identified by considering the intersections between the diversity of the student populations, their learning contexts and the institutional supports services. Based on this report, three key areas for institution-level action are identified with the aim of expanding inclusive learning contexts in tertiary education:

- recognising and respecting difference
- strengthening inclusive curriculum design and practice
- creating safe and welcoming online and campus spaces.

Each is outlined in table 9, together with good practice examples to show how they can be addressed.
Table 9  Institution-level action areas and practice examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority areas for action</th>
<th>Practice examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognising and respecting difference in learning</td>
<td>Clear statements in course information about the types of learning activities and assessment tasks involved, so that students can make informed choices on enrolment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clear study guides (e.g. weekly, modular) so that students know what to expect and what preparation for each week/module is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timely provision of all written information for classes to students (e.g. online) prior to classes, so students have access to and can become familiar with content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presentation of information in a range of modes where possible (e.g. making in-class materials available online, filming practical tasks for students to review).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creation of flexible options for assessment and varied assessment tasks that tap into a range of skills (e.g. oral, written, observation, practical demonstration of competency).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timely and constructive feedback to students on assessment tasks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening inclusive curriculum design and practice</td>
<td>Learning resources available in accessible formats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consistent use of accessible formats for online learning platforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated systems to remind students of key dates (e.g. smart phones, email reminders linked to online portal calendar).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active coordination and monitoring of the timing and pacing of assessment tasks across concurrent subjects/modules within a course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessible disability awareness training for teachers that enhances their awareness of the impacts of disabilities on learning, classroom participation, and use of online systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training for teachers that enhances their knowledge and skills for inclusive instructional practice and in particular enables the participation of diverse students in group-based activities and discussions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Support staff mingling with students in class, providing support more inclusively at times when the student with a disability is not requiring direct support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peer-mentoring programs which actively engage students with disabilities as mentors and promote peer mentoring as inclusive of students with disabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involving students with disabilities, disability services staff, curriculum support and teaching staff so that their respective expertise informs how peer networks, support services, and staff training are developed and delivered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The students and disability services staff who participated in this study also called for greater disability awareness amongst teaching staff.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority areas for action</th>
<th>Practice examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safe and welcoming online and campus spaces</td>
<td>Websites of educational institutions in accessible formats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Websites include easily located information about eligibility and services available from the disability service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campus-based support services for students, including disability support, co-located (e.g. creation of a student support hub).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adequate and safe physical access around campus (e.g. adequate parking bays, lighting).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information about room location and accessibility visible to all students when self-selecting a tutorial group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visible presence of students with disabilities as part of the educational institution’s student population (e.g. inclusion of pictures of students with visible disabilities in generic marketing material for the educational institution and its courses; active inclusion of students with disabilities in open day and course information events).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For resources on reasonable adjustments for disability and universal design in the tertiary sector, see the work of the Western Australian Department of Training and Workforce Development (2012), the Queensland VET Development Centre (2012) and Kilham, Zilber and Christian (2014).

The Australian Disability Clearinghouse on Education and Training (ADCET) provides information and resources about inclusive educational practice; disability awareness training; and reasonable adjustments for disability, for teachers and learning support and disability services staff working with students with disabilities in post-secondary education and training (see <http://www.adcet.edu.au/>).
Conclusion

This report highlights the complexity of providing supports for students with disabilities in tertiary institutions and the factors contributing to this complexity in practice. Taken together, the views of the students, disability staff, and curriculum leaders suggest the need for stronger collaboration with teaching staff to facilitate supports that are relevant and effective for a student’s particular course. Such collaboration may also serve to identify where institution-level learning supports are applicable and in turn potentially reduce some of the demands for specialist disability services. The students and disability services staff who participated in this study also called for greater disability awareness amongst teaching staff. Educational institutions typically provide some staff training in this area, so it may be that more targeted training related to making reasonable adjustments in teaching practice is required.

Student support services are assumed to have positive impacts on students’ study experiences, course retention and successful completion. Yet, neither the outcomes of implementing reasonable adjustments nor institution-level learning supports for students with disabilities are known. This report indicates that students find some supports successful and others less so; they also expressed varied views on what defines their usefulness. Further research in this area could investigate the student, course and cost-effectiveness outcomes of the various kinds of supports offered.
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Appendix A

Phase one interview guides
Phase one: Student interview

1 Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year of birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studying at university or TAFE</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>TAFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What course are you doing?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long have you been studying at TAFE/university?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you attempted a TAFE or university course before?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes. Course name(s):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is your highest level of education?</th>
<th>Up to yr 11</th>
<th>Year 12</th>
<th>Certificate/diploma</th>
<th>Undergraduate degree</th>
<th>Postgraduate degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2 Exploring person’s disability/ongoing health condition

Which of the following best describes your disability/ongoing health condition?

- Physical or mobility disability
- Acquired brain injury
- Visual disability
- Learning disability
- Hearing loss
- Speech impediment
- Mental illness
- Long-term medical condition
- Neurological disability
- Other (please specify)

3 Exploring the experience of studying at university/TAFE

What has been your experience of studying at university/TAFE?

Prompts:
- a Challenges faced due to disability
- b How the challenges were addressed?
- c Who do you go to at university/TAFE for help to deal with the challenges?
Have you shared information about the impacts of your disability or ongoing health condition with your teachers or any other university/TAFE staff?
   a How did you make that decision?
   b If yes, what type of information did you decide to share?
   c What response did you get?

4 Exploring adjustment strategies

What kinds of adjustments or strategies, if any, have you used to support your learning?

Prompts:
   a Strategies for managing physical spaces of university/TAFE, such as building design
   b Strategies for managing social situations, such as being able to participate in course/student activities
   c Strategies for dealing with cultural issues, such as lifestyle, customs and traditions
   d Strategies for dealing with temporal aspects of study, such as flexibility of learning tasks, or the timing of assignments
   e How did you decide what to do?
   f What types of resources have you used in making decisions?
   g To what extent do you think developing strategies and adjustments is your responsibility?
   h What difference did these strategies make? What worked/What was most useful?

5 Exploring experience of inclusively-designed educational systems

In your opinion, what strategies used by any of your teachers to support you could, in fact, be useful to support all students, for example, email about due dates?

Prompts:
   a Strategies to support all students that have helped you

6 System-wide supports

What do you think works well in the university/TAFE sector in supporting students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions to undertake their course?

Prompts:
   a What can be improved?
   b What works to support teaching staff?
   c What can be improved for teaching staff?

Finish point: Is there anything else you would like to talk about, from your perspective, in regards to supporting students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions to undertake their course?
**PHASE 1: Disability support staff interview**

**Preliminary blurb:** We are exploring University and TAFE Disability Support staff experiences of assisting students with a disability or ongoing health condition to undertake their course. In particular, we would like to hear your experiences of how you have supported students to undertake a course, and seek your views about how to best respond to the study needs of these students, and the needs of the staff who are teaching them.

1 Demographic information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you work at University or TAFE?</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>TAFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your position role?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long have you worked here?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Exploring participant's support role

Please describe your role in supporting students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions?

*Prompts:*

i How do students generally make contact with you?

ii What types of disabilities or health conditions do students present to you with?

3 Exploring experiences of supporting students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions.

Thinking about a particular student with a disability or ongoing health condition whom you have worked with, what kinds of adjustments or strategies did you recommended to support this student in their learning?

*Prompts:*

i Strategies for managing physical spaces of university/TAFE, such as building design

ii Strategies for managing social situations, such as being able to participate in course/student activities

iii Strategies for dealing with cultural issues, such as consideration of lifestyle, customs and traditions

iv Strategies for dealing with temporal aspects of study, such as flexibility of learning tasks, or the timing of assignments

v Resources required

vi How were the strategies implemented?

vii Were these strategies useful/effective?
4 Exploring experiences of inclusively designed educational strategies.

Tell me about the kinds of strategies that you are aware of for all students that, in fact, could be used to support students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions, e.g. early warning of non-engagement?

Prompts:
- Strategies known for students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions that could support all students
- Thoughts about students disclosing disability or ongoing health conditions

5 System-wide supports

What do you think works well in the university/TAFE sector in supporting students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions to undertake their course?

Prompts:
- What can be improved?
- What works to support teaching staff?
- What can be improved for teaching staff?
- What works to support disability support staff?
- What can be improved for disability support staff?

6 Finish point: Is there anything else you would like to talk about, from your perspective, in regards to supporting students with disabilities or ongoing health conditions to undertake their course?
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